The leaders of LSO Kohi, Union council Balina are planning and implementing development activities both on a self-help basis as well as in collaboration with government agencies. The EU-funded BRACE Programme is empowering rural men and women in Balochistan by realising the power they gain from collective action. Organised men and women are now gaining awareness about their rights, making the service providers accountable, and taking self-help initiatives to improve their lives. Below are the Self-help initiatives taken by LSO Balina.

### Conflict Resolution initiatives

After the formation of LSO Kohi Ballina Wahir, a Peace Committee was formed under the LSO President in the Union Council.

A tribal conflict between two sub-tribes needed to be resolved as soon as possible to avoid further disturbance. Leaders and representatives of the LSO Kohi sent a delegation (A traditional Balochi Jirga) to both groups and requested them to maintain the peace and security in the area.
Both groups who had opened fires at each other, were convinced and they decided to play their part in keeping the union council peaceful. The LSO led Jirga not only sorted things out between the two groups but also saved many lives which were at stack because of the conflict. If the Peace Committee had not resolved the issue in the Balochi Jirga, it would have turned into a bloody fight.

Campaign on child enrolment

In the field of education, LSO Kohi has started a mass enrolment drive for children across the Union Council. In this regard, a meeting was held with the parents of the children. The LSO has been working on it for the past 2 years. Which is admirable. With a little help and guidance, a Union Council can do such a great job Which is admirable.

Iftar Daster Khuwan

Union Council Ballina Wahir, LSO Kohi is located in the middle of District Khuzdar and Tehsil Wadh and is linked to the National Highway (Quetta to Karachi) there is no hotel facility for travellers in the said area. Especially during the month of Ramadan, travellers face problems in breaking their fast (Iftar). The LSO decided to facilitate the travellers in this regard. They collected donations for this purpose and travellers were facilitated via Iftar-Dastarkhwan throughout Ramadan.
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